Customer
Case Study
Deltek Acumen Fuse
Deltek Acumen Risk
Deltek Acumen Risk 360
Highlights
• Hill International quickly
identified the value of
Acumen Fuse® and
led the construction
industry in adopting the
software tool.
• Fuse schedule quality
analysis supported Hill’s
project management
group through quick
turnaround reports and
continuous tracking of
schedule updates and
changes.
• Acumen 360™ scenario
generation and Acumen
Fuse forensics provided
Hill with the analysis
necessary to represent
their clients effectively
during construction
disputes.
• Acumen Fuse™
benchmarking
instigated a competitive
spirit internally amongst
Hill International
project professionals
and let them chart
their rankings against
projects worldwide.
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Hill International
Maintains Seat at the Top of the Construction
Management Industry with the Acumen Software Suite
Looking to gain a competitive edge in the
construction management market, Hill
International sought a software solution to
improve processes, cut man hours, and maintain
Hill’s renowned accuracy and reliability. They
found their solution in the advanced analytics,
comprehensive reporting and project comparison
features of the Acumen software suite.

Hill International and Acumen
Hill International needed a solution to help them
evaluate and manage the large and very complex
construction projects they routinely oversaw.
Hill has two major arms of business—managing
projects at any or all stages from concept to
completion, and consulting on construction
claims cases to help resolve disputes. Both
disciplines were looking for a way to simplify and
improve while still guaranteeing the quality and
service that had construction projects around the
world turning to them for help in minimizing risk
and making sure their projects were delivered on
time and within budget.
Implementation Decision
Hill International was one of the very early
adopters of Acumen Fuse, leading the
construction industry in adopting and
implementing the tool. After just a brief
introduction to the software, management at

Hill was interested in getting on board. Hill’s chief
information officer was the first to identify the
value of Acumen Fuse.
“After seeing the very first version of Fuse, I
quickly saw its potential for propelling our project
teams ahead of the pack,” said Senior Vice
President and Chief Information Officer Shawn
Pressley. “I recognized a true innovation in our field.”
The product swiftly passed internal review due
to its clearly demonstrated stability, scalability,
and the responsiveness of the Acumen team
to feature requests and suggestions. With each
subsequent release, the tool proved more and
more helpful to both the project management
group and the claims analysis division at Hill.
Hill International Project Management Group Managing Complex Projects
With a resume of over 10,000 projects worldwide—
many of which have included more than 20,000
activities—Hill International’s project management
department was no stranger to large and complex
projects.
Each project schedule Hill received from their
clients was a living document continually changing
and updating. In order to deliver the highest quality
project management, Hill needed a way to assess
and improve project quality and report the results
in real time.

“In our line of work a schedule can change on
a daily basis. In order to best serve our clients
we needed to be able to run our analysis and
pinpoint areas of improvement within a few
hours of receiving the schedule. Acumen Fuse’s
performance speed and consistency ensured our
analysis and reports were always in-sync with the
client’s schedule updates,” said Shawn Pressley,
senior vice president and chief information
officer.
The quality checks in Acumen Fuse not only
allowed the group to help their clients build
sounder schedules, but also helped them prepare
for risk analysis- correcting error-causing flaws
prior to the risk assessment. Adding Acumen 360
to the mix, the team generated ‘what if’ scenarios
and hypothesized worst-case scenarios,
impact of delays, and acceleration cases, which
enabled them to show the impact of delays and
compression of activities.
Hill International Claims Analysis Group Resolving Construction Disputes
The construction claims division of Hill found
significant benefit in the software as well. The
advanced forensic analysis capability helped
them track changes between schedule updates
including added/removed activities, modification
to logic, and changed resource assignments.
Pinpointing changes helped them find the root
causes of delays and identify where in a project
missed opportunities or mismanagement caused
unnecessary delay.
After mapping changes and contention
points, the team used Acumen 360 to develop
and model options for where the schedule
could have improved and to identify options
that should have been presented during the
project life. These scenarios were key in Hill
International’s claims cases.
“With the Acumen Fuse forensics I easily
tracked the scope changes throughout the life
of the project and quickly zeroed in on factors
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that ultimately led to a project slip or delay. This
information was paramount while disputing under
active project conditions,” said Raquel Shohet,
vice president at Hill.
Competitive Advantage
Using Acumen Fuse, Hill International easily
completed the requisite schedule analysis and
reporting that would have taken their competitors
days to achieve. With a clear advantage in the
market, the competition then turned inwards.
With Fuse’s scoring capability, each planner could
compare quality for the chance to secure bragging
rights for having the ‘best schedule’.
The planners looked to the project
benchmarking capabilities of Acumen Cloud™ for
global project ranking using industry standards.
Narrowed by industry, this ranking meant even
more than their internal contests as a way to
evaluate and report how projects managed by Hill
International stacked up against similar projects
worldwide. Impressing the client was the true
return on investment, and with the professional
reports generated by both Acumen Fuse and
Acumen 360 sharing these results with the client
was incredibly efficient and effective.
“Our clients loved the Acumen Fuse
reports! With Acumen’s consistent accuracy
and attractive reporting mechanisms we were
confident presenting results to the client straight
from Acumen,” said Maha Harrison, a project
manager at Hill.
Moving forward, Acumen and Hill International
will work together to create and deploy project
management innovations to benefit their
esteemed client base.

Hill International’s Acumen Tool Set
Four key features of the Acumen software suite
formed the cornerstones of Hill’s software
implementation:

Schedule Quality Assessment
With schedule quality checks such as Logic
Density™, Redundancy Index™ and Insufficient
Detail™, Hill was able to assess the schedule
framework and recommend improvements
to their clients. Using more advanced checks
including Baseline Compliance™ and other
performance indicators Hill could report project
performance and pinpoint areas of the schedule
that needed work.
Tracking Schedule Changes
Hill used every check included in the Fuse
forensic analyzer to provide their clients the most
thorough assessment and report on schedule
updates. With Fuse forensics, Hill was able to
identify easily where changes were made and
trace the impact of those changes through the
life of the project. The team looked for added/
removed activities, calendar changes, modified
relationships and more to determine ownership
and cause of delays.
What-If Analysis
With Acumen 360, the Hill International project
team could easily accelerate parts of their
schedules and identify the optimal project plan.
Their clients were blown away by the acceleration
options presented. The Hill International claims
group used Acumen 360 to develop options that
could have (and often times should have) been
presented before project completion. Using
these scenarios helped Hill make their case for
their client during claims disputes.
Project Benchmarking
Setting internal standards at Hill forced tracking
measures to be put in place. Acumen Fuse’s
benchmarking did much of the work. Using the
standard Fuse Schedule Quality Index™, Hill
tracked internal scores and compared them
against projects all over the world to determine
their projects’ rank.
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Fuse Schedule Index™ –The Fuse Schedule Index™ is
made up of nine different schedule quality checks and
their proven thresholds. Each of these key indicators is
individually calculated and weighted before being compiled
into the Index.

Acumen Fuse Benchmarking - The benchmarking
capabilities of Fuse quickly present not only how a project
scores against key quality indicators, but also where that
score ranks compared to other projects of a similar size and
nature.

About Hill International

The Deltek Acumen Software Suite

Hill International is built on the premise that
with proper planning, well-drafted contracts,
and constant monitoring, many construction
claims can be avoided. Hill serves as a proactive
solver of problems before they arise as a project
management services provider.
Today, Hill is one of the top construction
management companies in the world having
managed some of the largest, most complex
construction projects in locations around the
world.
Hill believes in hiring the best people,
understanding client needs and objectives, and
taking ownership of each and every project where
the company is involved.

Acumen Fuse®
Acumen Fuse® is a project diagnostics tool that
pinpoints and resolves project shortcomings. Hill
International uses Fuse as the first line its tool
set to ensure schedule quality before further
analysis. By customizing Fuse metrics and adding
some of their own, they’ve established an internal
review that combines Fuse scoring with company
standards.
Acumen Risk™
Acumen Risk™, the latest addition to both
Acumen and Hill, is an schedule/cost risk analysis
tool that accounts for and reduces risk exposure
while providing accurate forecasts. Hill has begun
implementing and training on Acumen Risk in the
hopes of easing the risk analysis process for its
large project portfolio.
Acumen 360™
Acumen 360™ is a project optimization tool that
builds on Acumen Fuse analyses to generate
targeted scenarios of acceleration or deceleration
on a project schedule. Hill International uses
360 to simulate worst-case scenarios, create
proposed schedules, bring delayed projects back
on track, and generate defendable mitigation
strategies.

deltek.com
app-projectconsulting.com
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